The Asian Art Market 2019/ 2020
Asian Art has been a dominant discipline in the global art and antiques market since it exploded in 2009. Since then, records have been made and
broken several times over, and not just by the leading auctioneers in Hong Kong, London or New York. Smaller regional salerooms in the UK have
made plenty of headlines and are still doing so today.
2018 appeared, though, to be a much tougher year than had been previously experienced and all eyes were on the Chinese economy. It was
definitely harder to source decent lots and harder still to please an increasingly fastidious audience of buyers. Did it spell a softening or even a
slowing down of the market, so heavily dependent on wealthy collectors in mainland China?
If there were any concerns, these have been assuaged during 2019 with a market that seemed strong and active, albeit still somewhat selective and
discerning. It was a year marked by some significant sleepers and at least one remarkable ?charity shop?find.

A Rare Lonquan Celadon Brush W asher,
Xi

An Exceptionally Rare Anhua-decorated
Blue and W hite 'Dragon' Stem Bowl

Southern Song Dynasty (1127 - 1279)
Christie's, London, 5 November 2019
PriceAchieved: £323,250 (including premium)

Mark and Period of Xuande(1425 - 1435)
Sotheby'sHong Kong, 8 October 2019
PriceAchieved: £7,768,254 (including premium)

Quite an unassuming object to the untrained eye, this
small, shallow bowl with a pale green glaze is the kind of
thing you could easily overlook. Estimated at
£80,000-120,000, it?s beauty and rarity were well accounted
for by Christie?s, perhaps mindful of the very similar but
rarer still Ru ware brush washer from the earlier Northern
Song Dynasty, sold by Sotheby?s in 2017 for a staggering
£30m.Even so, Christie?s example more than doubled the
top estimate on the sale day.

When thinking about Chinese art, one almost immediately
thinks of blue and white porcelain. That and, of course, the
Ming Dynasty. Here it makes a winning combination with a
truly exceptional and elegant stem cup and some of the
finest underglaze painting you?ll find outside a museum.
Similar in size and decoration to the famous Thornhill
stem cup which Lyon & Turnbull of Edinburgh sold in 2016
for a premium inclusive £3.6m, this example at Sotheby?s
also had a fine and traceable provenance which makes so
much difference to the performance of Chinese art at
auction. Another piece that doubled its already punchy
estimate.

Zhang Da Qian(1899 - 1983)
TheGrand View of ChaoMountain
Woolley & Wallis, Salisbury, 21 May 2019
PriceAchieved: £2,415,000 (including premium)
Chinese paintings make a fascinating study, particularly the works of 20th
Century artists, some of whom are still living and whose works have been
commanding very high prices at auction.Some of the best and most
sought-after works were produced between the 1950s and 1980s and the
artists occasionally presented them as gifts to friends or visiting
guests.There are many reproductions and good quality prints out there,
and so an experienced eye is needed to identify them correctly.Again,
provenance is key as with this example by the celebrated Zhang Da Qian,
given by the artist to the vendor ?s father between 1960 and
1980.Consequently, the £100,000-150,000 estimate was quickly exceeded
by a factor of 20.

A Chinese Imperial Inscribed Famille
Rose W all Vase

A Chinese Underglaze Blue and Iron Red
Porcelain Vase

Quinlong (1736 - 1795)
Sworder's, Stansted, 8 November 2019
PriceAchieved: £484,000 (including premium)

Bearsand Yongzheng Mark (1722 - 1735)
Andrew Smit, Winchester 10 September 2019
PriceAchieved: £1,573,000 (includingpremium)

The Qianlong reign, the longest of the Qing Dynasty, was a period of
exceptionally fine craftsmanship in the applied arts. The emperor
himself was an active patron and commissioned a wealth of porcelain,
cloisonne, bronzes and works in precious metals. It was also a high
period for polychrome decorated porcelain. ?Famille Rose?refers to a
palette of colours including rose cassis which dominated the 18th
Century. This example benefits from a yellow ground, a colour
normally reserved for Imperial objects.

At auction, a lot which massively exceeds its estimate is often referred
to as a ?sleeper ?. This vase was arguably the sleeper of the year, turning
up in a small regional saleroom in the South East of England with an
estimate of £400-600. Clearly approaching the object cautiously, the
auctioneers erred on the assumption that it was later than the
Yongzheng reign mark. The market disagreed. Of classic ovoid shape,
this vase was decorated in blue and white with the addition of
underglaze copper red, a rare combination, depicting auspicious
flowers and foliage. The painting was very fine with typical ?heaping and
piling?where colour is deliberately built up in layers to imitate the
blurring and spotting of pigment in earlier Ming Dynasty examples.

It is inscribed with one of many poems written by the emperor from a
series known as ?Yuzhi Leshan Tang quanji?(The complete Works by
His Majesty from the Hall of Pleasure in Goodness). The quality of the
decoration is exceptional and of ?yangcai?type, based on European
enamelling on metal, and so has a brocade like quality. What further
marks this piece out is that it was bought in a charity shop by the
vendor for £1. It was placed with Sworder ?s only after the owner had
listed it on eBay and was deluged with bids: an extraordinary bargain
find and a cautionary tale in one.

With undeclared provenance, this was a dream object for the regional
saleroom with an outcome to match. The good news is, it made the
right money. The dread of many salerooms is tragically under-selling an
item only to see it appear in another auction, properly catalogued, and
make vastly more. It could so easily have happened here but thankfully
the internet saved the day.
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